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hello donts, i really dislike the taste of taurin. the problem is the pain in the affected area.. the
hardest object to hold wouldnt make that area hurt. but the clenchings might be the problem
and it might be a cracked orchamental socket. hi! i have been having a lot of gum and bone
decay in my upper and lower arch. my dentist had removed it all on the front and regular
cleaning on the back, but the gum in the back is becoming really bad. last tuesday, i noticed that
it hurts when i bite on my back tooths. i went to the dentist on the next day. he told me it
sounds like i have dental infection, so he wants to perform two root canals in my back teeth and
crown them. he said that the decay has been going on for a long time and it can be like that, so i
still need to come back in two months for the crown. my question is, can i have the crown in
such a short time, and does it come with any other crown treatment, like what i need to do after
having the crown?? hello, i had a crown made for my tooth and its for 4 months now. everytime i
eat anything cold, my tooth will hurt. i asked the dentist what to do about it and he said it's just
going to take time. so what should i do? can i just wait? hello, can i grind ice in my mouth to deal
with cold sensitivity. i am currently in a very rough situation. i had a car accident 6 months ago
and have been in pain since. i recently had a scheduled root canal and it went well, but now i am
not feeling very well. i have trouble chewing, and it seems like they are trying to work on my jaw
at the same time. can you give me advice for how to cope?
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hello j.r., thanks for coming by! i want to make sure you are comfortable with the diagnosis of
severe pain in your upper back right teeth. the pain could be from a break in the tooth, a

fractured tooth, or an infection. the first step to identify the cause of the pain would be to have a
ct scan of the jaw to make sure the tooth is not fractured or that there are no other issues. then,
if you can find an endodontist (a dentist that specializes in the inside of the tooth), they can take

care of the tooth. you should always have a dentist take care of your teeth. but, there is a
possibility you may need a root canal. it is not a simple procedure, but there is a chance you will

need one. if your teeth are not sensitive to cold, cold water should make it feel better. if it is
sensitive to cold, you are at a higher risk of having a root canal. you can get a prescription for a
pain reliever like tylenol or motrin. and, take ibuprofen or advil. if the problem continues, then a

root canal might be required. good luck. dr. silberman hello, hello, if you are not taking
antibiotics, i would get an x-ray, or a ct scan, to make sure that you do not have a fractured

tooth. when you do have a fractured tooth, you need to see a dentist right away. if you take a
painkiller that has aspirin in it, it can cause stomach bleeding. you can take the cold water

treatment for a day or so, as long as you have some pain meds. if you have severe pain, then
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you should also go to the dentist. you can take an orajel or motrin. and, you can take a cold
water treatment for a day or two, until you get your regular cleaning, and if you have any pain, it
could be the source. you can take an orajel or motrin, as long as you have some pain meds, like
tylenol or advil. if the pain continues, you need to see a dentist or endodontist for the problems

inside the tooth (canal). if you have any pain, you should take something for pain. the pain
should not get worse while you are on the cold water treatment. if it gets worse, it should be

easier to diagnose as well as easier to treat. if you are an endodontist, then you should be able
to take care of the problem and save you time and money. your pain medication should control

the pain, but if the pain increases, you might have a problem with the nerve. there are some
medications that quiet the pain. however, they are not very effective at combating the pain. i
would also recommend that you have an antibiotic and pain medication like tylenol and advil

every time you have a toothache. 5ec8ef588b
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